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Tieck and Hawthorne
Romanticisn., a name to conjure with, at the beginning of the
nineteenth century, still calls up in us a quick stir of interest
and the fIo*^- of involuntary sympathy. The word itself affects us
as mi.^ht a freshening breeze. It connotes youth, aspiration, mys-
tery even before we know it in its relation to the writers who were
the leaders of the Romantic School. To the versatile and accom-
plished Ludwig Tieck is Romanticism most deeply indebted, and thru
him more than thru his cent emiporar ies has the influence of this
school been spread most widely. For an understanding of the man
and his work a knowled|-e of the aims and principles of the Romiantic
School must be gained. Almost invariably vhen we speak of Romanti-
cism, whether -.ve are applying this term to literature, miusic, or
art in its n.ore restricted meaning, there is a feeling that a re-
action, if not a revolt, from some hampering conditions brcught it
into leing.
Classicism and the rationalistic spirit of the eighteenth cen-
tury are the two movements against which this new school fought.
Fichte, a disciple of Kant, and who^e way was paved by Kant, thru
his ?/is3fenschaftlehre of 1794, first brought to the Romanticists
the full consciousness of their opposition to Classicism. Already
Kant had dealt defirite blows at the Enlightenment of the preceding
century, in the prominence he placed upon ideas of God, immortal-
ity, free-will_, intuition, and his ethical code of self-discipline.

He had denied, however, the in-portance of the subjective and of
the individualistic, and it is here th&t Fichte leaves hin.. :o
ihc younger philosopher the individual, the Llgo, only, is of the
utii,05t importance. His idea o^ the "absolute freedom and power
and self-ouf ^'iciency of the Efo" v;as eagerly seizea upon by the
new generation. "It was the Fichtean doctrine of the Ego which
rave to the Romantic individuality its character and force." This
turning away fror/. the belief that Vnowled^e is aerived from the
experience cf the senses to the belief that the mind has an intui-
tive knowledge of higher thin.^s, of the invisible, of that other
world which v.-e only aprrehend dimly and not thru the senses, was
of tremendous importance. Thru it can we understand the yearning
for the absolute, the stress laid upon the power of the imagina-
tion, and of the necessity for the freedom in vvhich the spirit
and imaginc.ticn was to do its work. Schelling more important than
Fichte, in his influence upon the Rom.antic School, lays greater
stress yet upcn the imagination and is anxious to unite philosophy
an-., roetry into one. i7ith an intensely artistic n^tui-e he believes
th:t in art can the wor Id-r id:lle be solved, because in the beauti-
ful, the infinite presents itself in the finite. Jr. his r.oble
concepuion of oh cf poe':ry, in his vie.vs on religion and
ivytholory he is in the closest touch v/ith Romanticism. To him
thsi absolu:^ means the union of all contradictions. (Ceorg- Eran-
d e 3
,
Fr i ed r i c h ::ui;.m o r
)
In the philosophy of this period are all the varying mani-
lestaticns of the literature explained. A sense of mystery, of
longin,^, of im^ctience at restraints, of feeling for the beautiful
is to be found. Romanticism has its beginning in m.ystery, for it

3is the atru^^le u' iLc ihc infinite anu the finite, to get paat
the borderland. There is another world hovering near, and the
hope is al'vays present th-^t the curt'\ln riiay r^,r^^r^ !?ccn puohi^d
aside. The other world is the r.-.al .world ana '.he end w:aoh every
writer must stru^f^ie to attain, is to Pive the every-day and com-
mon the tinge of mystery. Curiosity takes the author not only in-
to the realm of the beautiful buL into the rtalm of magic. Thru
science he hopes to unlock the last door, so we have weird stories
of experiments in chemistry. ,The study of the stars rriS.y clear up
the mystery and we have the astrcloger-dr eaiuor
. .:>pnotism, som-
nabulism, spiritualism, black magic, all play their part in the
strug^.le for revelation. The strength of the curiosity leads many
an author into the grotesque and horrible. Ghosts, fairies, good
and bad angels are not ."anting. The unexpected is continually
happening, and oftentimes our curiosity is not satisfied.
The intense inner life which the Romanticists lived, the
analytic searchlight which they turned upon themselves, led net so
much to the morbidness that such introspection often brings as to
a gentle longing, and indulgent cultivation of moods, linked to
the pleasant sense of being unique in suffering. Everywhere we
find this longing, and it is a wonderful skill that many of the
authors of the period display when they are r eprO'lucing the fleet-
ing sensations of the moment. Their subiectivity and self-reflec-
tion led them to :ake into account not only the definite and more
positive iioods, but even the half-uneasy, wistful presentiments
that sweep across us in the midst of joy, at the sight of the very
beautiful or at the thot of the perfect and com.pleted. Rare souls
tho they were^ many of them lacked the stamina that lifted Goethe

and Schiller above Romant iciara
.
They loved tco v/ell their shadowy
forests and moonlit walks. They took too keen a delight in the
inrlefinable n.aric of rustling leaves and babbling brooks. T^ercer:-
oicn so pleasant that they lingered too long -with it.
Hand in hand with this "weiche Stimmung" goes a disinclina-
tion for a definite work. It is better far to he a literary dil-
ettante, unable to tiakc a living, than to >;e engaged in a prosaic
trade. Artists and poets are invariably the heroes of the novels.
To le bound down by a definite task means thr:t a nan r^u^t lose the
condition of frredorn. A regul r activity is putting a constraint
on the poet which his spirit does not permit him to endure. He
must have every chance for individual development. Art tolerates
r.o laws, over either the artist or over herself. Freed from the
schackles of rule, art recognizes no differences in her varied
manifestations. All arts are one. Religion, poetry, painting,
sculpture, n.usic, and philosophy are one and the same thing. Since
music is so o:^ten the expression of the thought or feeling that
cannot be put into words, why, asl: the Romanticist?, should we
not go one step farther, and not only think in L-.uBic but n.ake mu-
sic in thought and word? Almost do "le think of Rom.anticism as an
eternal struggle for reconcilement, so much do we hear of all
things being one.
The poet must work in ''reedom, and to gain that freedom his
environment must cause no friction. Largely thru Herder an in-
terest in Germany's past had been a'.^akened. The Romanticist, cast-
ing about in his mind for the situation that would meet his re-
quirements went back to the Middle Ages. His own surroundings were
perhaps not all he asked but here he could wander as he would.

5Seen thru the haze of intervening years the Middle Ages presented
to his imagination all that was lovely and beautiful. Here he
found full scoj-e for his fancy. H«re was, indeed a wealth of
old stories, waiting to be made over into his own tales. Not only
did the Middle Ages give hin; the atrrosphere he wanted for his works
but it also brou-ht him into close touch with Cathcl ic isn. . The
thought of the marvelous unity of the church at that time appealed
stronply. In its forrr.s, its mysticism he felt thp.t he could find
satisfaction, and many of the Romanticists became devout Catholics.
One other factor operated in bringing about this change from
Protestantism to Catholicism. Due to the stress laid upon the
individual ego and upon the creative imagination Fichte's philoso-
phy, in :he hands of the Rom.ant ic i 3 1 s , led to mysticism and from
mysticism to Catholicism. An erroticnal li^'^e as vivid as that of
the Romianticist finally transmuted his longing after the absolute
into a religious love for the infinite and divine. Kis inadequate
powrr of self-expression led him to use symbol in setting forth
his highest meanings. His struggling up-A'-rd was essentially re-
ligious and emotional. The church received him- with wide open
doors and gave him wh t he asked - emotional not irtellectual
satisfaction. The attitude which the Romanticist took in regard
to nature also led to my sticism. He saw a mysterious union between
nature and the human soul. Schelling regarded nature as a great
system cut of which the hi.rrhest form of reason comes. ^Tature is
the unccnscicus tending to produce the ccnscicus form, of the life
of reason. Nature is visible spirit, spirit is invisible nature,
and both are mirrors in which the absolute, the world-scul may be
seen. It is the part of science to show the parallelism of these






a aaetj.onic lorce and hence coii.t ihc long de-
scriptions, the n.inutiae of explanation, the reaching out after
the effect of ir.ystery, won.ler, rtnd nrler.riity. Moonlight, wild and
r'antastic scenery, the excilca I'ccii'i^ ox close af-'inity with na-
ture still irr.press us aa being diatirjctly Romantic.
Ludwig Tieck, the greatest of the early F err -Mit i..- i st 3 , was the
3or. of d ropemaker and the early orphaned daughter of a 3mith. At
fir?t glance hiss parentage does not look prepossessing. Con.rron
ropenaker the the father appeared, he he.d
,
however, ^p-y of the
traits which tlossomed into renins in th^ 3cn. V.hat lacked,Lanc
the fact that his education had ccme largely frcn-. the school of ex-
perience an.d hard work made hi- one-sided in niany '^.ys') Tieck '3
:. other supplied. The tv^o a^.^.
-.c .... ex..cpoicn^l aegrtc ccii.pl en: ents
or;e of the other. To an unusual breadth of view and tolerance for
the ojDijnicns of others^ jvas united, on the elier Tieck's side, a
per^e--er?-oe^ and sternness that approaches r.u,;:.noos. In tcmpera-
n.ent an.. Lflief he
-as a rationalist, tut showed great receptivity
towards the ne-.v. His wife, n the other hand, lived nmch in the
ancy. Heart to her "vas all. She kne- many ^airy tales ana -ave
her children a rich heritage in a knowledge of them gained from her
in their early childhood. Ludwig, the eldest of the thr.,e cMl-iren
in this ^ar-ily^ Yrrr
-.y 31^ ^771. '^en very ycunr he >3,.o.v..
:racco of .he brilliance which distinguished him thruout life, and
his father reccp^ni/.ed his ability, no pains or sacrifices ivere
sparea ir. .-i"inr the bey ration. The fa:-ic_-, \
^::±ciiuou lor c;.c in hi^ iiuc*uicn Cx life, had a n-.tural taste
for aoethe, and, rationalist tbo he r ^ eco crnizincr hie su-

7pericrity over earlier '.vritera not only read but bought aorne of
his worko, and also some of Schiller's. In thi3 -'ay a fev; of the
bocks which made the f'irst and n-ost lasting irripre i-.s ion upon the
young Tieck were Ootz, '"erther, and Die i.auber. oiae by side viith
these in influence crmes his mother's bcok of church hymns. Very
e ^rly in his life, tco, Tieck became acquainted v.'ith Shakesreare
and '"rom this time cn^ Shakespeare and Goethe were his two ci.ief
literary idtals. In 1793, thru VVackenroder he was first awakened
to the Romantic character of the Germ.an past, of Ciitholicisra and
of the e-rly de-'otional art of Germany. For the next three y.:ars
the future leader of Romanticism, in order to .^ain a living, wrote
fifteen tales for the S traussfedern of Micolai, but in 1797 the
break between the two men came. For the next twenty years Tieck
figured as the leading Romanticist. In his own life he exempli-
fies many of the characteristics of this schcol. He was one of
the most gifted men that we read about in the history of litera-
ture. As translator, poet, dramatist, novelist, critic, and actor,
he did more' than merely creditable work. In the effort to make
all things one, the ideal Romanticist was the man who could unite
as many different phases of human activity in his cue person. Ke
broadened sometimes to the point of attentuat ion. V7hen we consider
that thruout his life Tieck suf^'^ered almost constantly from intense
physical pain and realize how he forced himself above it we see a
little of that tonic quality o' character that permitted ^to escape
many of the dangers into which seme of his contem.poraries fell.
In Franz Sternbold's Wanderungsn, which came out in 1798 as
the ioint production of Tieck and VJackenroder we find embodied
much for which Romanticism stands. There is an intense love for

the art of the pa^^t with ito noble simplicity (and inutea Lht iin-t;
of the story is riioved back to the life time of Albrecht Durer) a
n: ticnal love and rride, a deer- rcli-'icus sr, irit^ a love '^cr n-.ture,
and close descriptions of ir;ccas ana eir;otiont5. Tranz siicws t/iru-
out the whole history of his wanderings a striving and baffled
longinp for that which he doe'^. not have, "'e are inclined to f^e:!
that he is a weak effervescer, and that a aose of good haru. work
wculd put him on the right path to accomplishment. Tieck's Volks-
mA'rchen, printed under the title, ?et-r Lebrecht, appeared in
1797. In triis ye:ir and the next few years a number of dramas
came out. In these stories and dramas there is present another
distinctly Romantic element - the element of irony. I:-: the effort
to compass all things, the Horanticiat found that the longing for
the absolute and infinite cculd never be satisfied, could never
get beyond mere longing. From this disillusionment ccmes the
spirit of irony. Since, in human striving only the imperfect and
incomjplete can be gained the highest mc.rk that the author can
reach, is to rise above his own work far enough to see its incom-
pleteness and futility, and to let the bright mockinp;s of his
spirit play over and thru his production. Tieck in some of his
Marchendichtungen was one of the few masters of this style. (F.
Kummer)
During this period of his life, his literary work gave par-
tial way to a scientific study of the poetry of the Middle Ages
and of foreign writers. Ke translated Ton Quixote from the Span-
ish, minnesongs from dd German, and some English works. In 1812
he r^tlished Phantasus. His
-.'ell balanced n:. ture and strong clear
reason by now had begun to lead him away from Romanticism. How-

9ever famoua Tieck was in hi3 own day, and however much even yet
his fame rt.^t upon his early Romantic affiliations for th
er p- rt of hin 11
-^e he '-^^ 3 ret a i^'^r •"nl.icint rin +h- ^- .it c his
.'.Lrk was nou uri.ten while he -.vaa uriuer its influence. ihe ener-
vating, too highly cultivated emotional side of the late Romanti-
cist repelled hin;. The ori.^inal fresh irhpulae of the school was
becoming lost in a .A-elter of sv^eetness. Its creative force was
degenerating. The Romanticist, who had beccme Catholic, had
turned his back almost ccmpletely upon r o.son and his literary
productivity was being submerged in his unaue attention to church
and mysticism. The I^iddle Ages had appealed not alone to Tieck'
3
imagination, but also to his reason, and his study of them had
been carefully and lovingly exact. With his background of appre-
ciation based upon this knowledge and study the false sentiment
and lack of truthfulness often displayed in treatment of the
Middle Ages ^;irere highly painful to him. It seemed to him that
the Romanticist for all his attemipts to attain the absolute was
now divorcing literature and life. Literature was being made;




In 1S21, with the publishing of Die Gemalde he came forward
as opponent to the school of which he was the reputed head. For
the rest of Tieck's life he was busy writing the romances which
put him in the forefront, by the side of Goethe and Kleist, as
one of the three early m^asters of the German Novelle. The men
who have followed him, have been, many of them, much better
artists, have wricLen stories that will be read when Tieck is in-
teresting only thru his influence on them, but that influence has
been su-icient to affect German literature to the close of the
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n i :jc etnt h century. Tieck wx'ote at least forty ror/iances betwt-en
1821 and his death in 1853. In them we find, of course, r/.any
traces of Rcrr.ant i r 1 . V.'e are carried hack ap'^in and again into
the past, we live in a n.conlit -arid, '-ve arc duncunded many
times by people of over quick senti ibi 1 it ies . Long discourses are
otill devoted to muaic, art, and literature. 'Ihe supern- tural
element is still present. There is present, too, a distinct re-
ligious atmosphere that doe: not run off into mysticism. V/e find
longing and struc^g-ling but it is a purposeful Icn-^inT and strug-
glincr. Our feet are on ^irm pircund ana we are conscious of the
fact. However roii.antically his ^avcrite young man hero may apos-
trophise the moon, and the "orest solitudes of which Tieck is won-
derfully fond, he is Vrought safely back to tht roalm of cci.ai.on
sense, and made a better citizen, friend, man for having an im-
practical as well as practical side. Or if t: is does not happen
Tieck leaves his young man as he is and directs his keen irony at
hiiii. It is many a clever thrust Tieck gets in at the vagaries
of the Romantic school by the u'-e of irony, the as the usual
thing he comes m.cre directly at them. He declaims against hypoc-
risy in religion, in art, in li-^e. He has no use ^or a religion
that finds the beautiful in th.^t art which ::epicts only what we
know as religious subjects, using religious in its moot re-
stricted sense. Catholicism was holding art in close bounds, as
she had held it in the past. Worship of Middle Age art was en-
dangering ?rt. Goodness, again using a word in a very narrow
meaning, was being made inseparable from genius. If a man painted
holy subjects., whether he painted well or wretchedly, his work was
regarded as th^t of a ;-enius. Because the va^t majority of the
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early artists painted pictures of saints, because mar.y excellent
artitrts were rure good rnen, it was not rif:ht thai uit oiicuia be
so bound down to the indiviiual. Tieck fought for the freedom of
art, just as he turned to fijht, too, for gr-.-^tcr ^resdcm in the
li-'e 0^ ••-aith, for higher conceFticns of lit>:ia.uie, an-., of .ha
jLissicn of tht poet. Literature to him was not giving a mere
picture of the present or p^^.st
, but it was giving an imitation,
or re^-r
-.mentation of li^e, with its contradict i ens , its conflicts
i-eL.vccn Lac opposite - pulling inclinations and passions, in such
a way as to make them clearer and to aid in giving one a grip on
them.
The last p-rt of Tieck's life '.vas very sad. He lived until
almost eighty and when his only and deeply loved daughter died,
twelve years before his death, practically alont. i.. . ^
-.^c.. four yccis .Lcfcxe his daughter. "ct only was he alone as
regards Ms family Vut even in sririt he vas isolated. The
friends of his ycuno; rranhood were gone, and many of his l:.,.:,r
friends
-nh r dead or separated from him. The new genera-
tion did not care for him. His work was disregarded, and a great
deal of the effort of his last y^ars was fruitless. ^' : '
-^d fought
=rd for true culture and at his death a new policital poetry
seemed to be taking the place of the old.
In his lon^ li-e he h=^ ^-en a positive i-:^luence on moGt of
:-is contemporaries and after r.is death th-.t influence continued.
Hot only do we find it present i: but in American litera-
ture also. Eleven ye--
-ccurrc. - - a
^;r.^rican uuthcr show many points of similarity v^ith
"IS. ?Tathaniel Hawthorne was born on the 4th of July, 1804. He
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came of a sturdy Puritan stock. Mis early ancestors had played an
important part in the history of New England but by the beginning
of the nineteenth century the family had lost its first in.portance.
Both Hawthorne's father and grandfather were sc-a captains. Farther
back an early Tlawthorne had been one of the ^udges who waged re-
lent lecss Wc\r upon the witches. When Hawthorne was only four he
lost ] is father and fcllo'.ving the custom of the day, the young
widow spent her tirr.e in the i^tmost seclusion. The dark shadow of
her husband's death v-as never lifted from her heart. Had Hawthorne
not teen of a naturally joyous disposition and fun loving temipera-
ment the unnatural life his n.other led must have played havoc with
his whole after-life. Secluded as his li'e at Salem ^.^as, the lack
of companionship was o:-^ly intensified by long visits to the dark
and rugged v/oods of Maine. Roving alone in the forest, seeing only
his ""amily ana having little intercourse even with them helped pave
the way for his lat.er confirmed avoidance of people. During his
college years, when he formed rrost cf the. lasting and beautiful
friendships of his li"e, he did not part iculs.r ly distinguish him-
self, and after this period of his life was over he disappeared
almost absolutely from sight for nearly fourteen years.
Hawthorne is one of America's few artists. Added to his
great sensitiveness to the mystic forces with which we are sur-
rounded was the gift of expression. To him, as to the Germ.an Ro-
manticists, was given the rare rov/er of exprensing the intangible
and evanescent. He is like them, too, in strong creative in^igina-
tion. His Puritan inheritance gave him a spiritual keenness and
symipathy that unallied to the narrow ana terrible Puritanical con-
science, brought him into close touch with miuch that was truly
I
1'6
Romantic. The Puritans had wrestled in fasting, in fear, in pas-
sionate irr-plorin^" to win the favour of God. They had ;elt the
terrible exaltation of being at one with the Infinite. They had
known the agonies of self-abasement at losin,^, the vision. They
had crucified the fleyh to magnify the spiritual. It is their
spirit that rests upon Hawthorne. It is their spirit still active
that gives him his vivid interest in the unseen, that makes him vi-
brate to the unseen for ceo that enwrap us. The other-world at-
tracts him so strongly that he sees this one only in its relation
to it. Living almost two centuries later than his Puritan fore-
fathers, their narrowness and dogEatism becc;.me in him a breadth
that refusbd to admit or be bound by the formialities of creed and
church life. It was seldom that he attended a regular church ser-
vice, yet the one great ther/.e in all he writes is the problem of
good and evil, the consequences of sin. The grimness with which
his ancestors had tackled this problem was that of men facing an
imiminent and appalling fact. Hawthorne was dealing primarily with
a motive of art, and his treatment was guaged by a New England
spirit that could not have been other than in deadly earnest, and
by a J^ew England ccnscience exerting itself artistically.
His long period of solitude was in reality a period of ap-
prenticeship. At the end of these years he had only forty-five
short sketches to show for his work and tine. Much of what he had
written was burned without having been printed. Hot only does this
give us an insight into one of the causes of the perfection of his
style, but it also gives us an insight into the man's character.
For twelve years, with the consciousness o'^ power upon him, he had
lived apart from others and practised his art. He was always his
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own hardest task-niaater and severeBt critic, but even tho th?tt io
true, hia voluntary secluaion shows a degree of patience th .. <,Lc
averap;e man would shrink from undergoing, and a strenj/th that en-
abled hin. to '.vait where moat would have rushed ahead. In 1830 his
"Gentle Boy" was T-ublished. In 1834 the firnt series of his
"Twice Told Tales" came cut, and after this he was corupelled to
withdraw a little frorr, his shell. In 1838 he becair-e engaged to
Miss Sophia Peabody, and four years later they were married. In
the records we have of their ideally happy and helpful life togeth
er we see a side of Hawthorne that we should otherwise know little
of. The geniality, the overf loYi-ing tenderness, the fine zect, the
lovatility of his nature, all that his reticence was in danger of
hiding we see here in their full strength. He loved life intense-
ly and took a great interest in people, but like all great men
cculd only seldom find the road of approach to them. There was
nothing in his character of the morbidness with which he is often
accused. In 1846 he published "LIo ses from an Old Ivlanse," and
three years later his greatest romance, "The Scarlet Letter." In
two yeara time he had writ en the seccnd of his three greatest ro-
mance, "The House of Seven Gables." "The Elithedale Romance" ap-
peared in 1852, and eight years later, during his residence abroad
he wrote his last great romance, "The Marble Faun," His books for
children, "Grandfather's Chair," "The Wonder Eook," and "Tangle-
~ood Tales," are chermingly written, with an interest that holds
older as
-,?ell as younger readers. Several posthum-ous works came
out later - "Septimius Felton/' "Dr. Grimshawe's Secret," and the
"Colliver Romance." All three show a waning of Hawthorne's power.
Altho Hawthorne went on his literary path, singularly alone.
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he did not escape altogether Irorr: outside influences. He belongs,
broadly speaking, to the Romantic n.oven.ent that beginnii • r-
many, spread to England, and thru Coleridge and Carlyle to P.unsxiaa.
The meeaage of German thought came at the most favorable /norjient
possible. The bnitarian rnoveir.ent had opened the way for it. The
movement that this contact with the Gerr.an current of thought in
literature and philosophy aroused was "a revolt against the reign
of Gommtrce in practice; Calvinism in theory, and Precedent in
Art, that gave birth to what has been called Transcendentalism."
Materialistic Calviristic America with its spiritual life deadened
now Vv'er.t to the other extreire. Once lifted above materialism she
rushed into Icealisir., into Liysticismi. Emerson, now caliea a ...ys-
tic, now an Idealist, was the reputed head of this m:ovement . Trans
cendentalism was a struggling after the highest, after the best,
and it reached far i:-'to mysticism. Mysticism looks to Faith as
the final authority, places emotion above reasoning, shows impa-
tience at restraint, or absclutely ignores it, and tends to sub-
merge the individual into the universal. The individual is made
in God's in.age, and so hc.s the God-like capacity of looking within
himself and discerning the right and wrong. It is in this ideal
philosophy ana in the emphasis laid by the Nev/ Englanders upon
the right of each individual to seek truth for himself that
Transcendentalism shows itself most strongly in America. The note
of all America at this time was aspiration. (Barrett Wendell,
John Nichol, Hawthorne and Lemimon)
Hawthorne was never allied intimately with any movement, or
with any group of pecple. Tho living only three miles from Emerson
for a few years the two never touched each other with zhe warm
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intimacy of close -friendship. The aaf^e of Concord waB too rruch
intereateci in abstractions and for that Hawthorne c red no-..,^ri^^.
The inner life of rr,an was his big interest, and philosophy meant
little or nothing to him except as seen in close connection with
man. He had personal friends among the Transcendental iat , but as
a bcay they lid not concern him. Except for his short and very
unsatisfactory stay at Brook Farm he was untouched by plans and
reforms and waves of thought that actuated them. He had a fund of
hard common sense that helped him to see the extravagances of
which his contemporaries were guilty.
But alt ho the main current of his life r;as more or less apart
from that of his fellow-authcrs^, and tho it is unusually difficult
in his case to lay cur fingers upon the men who influenced him in
a literary 'vay, the resemblance, which we find in his works to
the German Tieck, seems almost ccnclusive. There is but little in
-vay of definite proof to show this i-fluence. v;e know from his
American notebooks that he c-.uld read C-erman, tho cnly slowly and
painfully, and that he had been busied with a translation of one of
Tieck's Tales. What it was we are not told. His father-in-law,
Dr. i'. Peabody, and Ivliss Elizabeth Peabody opened up a circulating
foreign library in one room of their house at one time, and Mrs.
Peabody even made translations from the Germxan. The interest in
Germ.an philosophy and Germ.an literature, at this time, was vivid.
Edward Everett, George Bancroft, and George Ticknor had come home
from Gflttingen, imbued with German feeling. The last two were al-
ways very faithful and warm friends to Hawthorne. Charles Follen
was an instructor at Harvard after 1825. Worhsworth, Goleridre,
Carlyle were read eagerly. Longfellow, another of Hawthorne's good
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friends, tranalaocu frcii. tlic jou-cr.
. Tho, as saiv^ Lcioie, .ve nave
little proof of the influence of Tieck on Hav;thorne, still so many
of his friends were well known German students that it would be
very strange indeed, when we consider the like qualities of the
work of the two men, if Hawthorne did not have an acquaintance
with a number of Tieck 's tales, gained from his friends, if not
from a firat hand knowledge. "r3es Letens t^erfluss," "Gas Amuli:;t,"
'Ter Alte vom Eerge," "Pietro d abano," "Dicht er leben,." "Blaubaxt .
"
"Der Gestiefelte Kater," "Die Freunde," "Vittcria Accorombona,
"
Were translations published during Tieck 's lifetime. 'T'er ':iausen-
berg" was net translated, but used directly as the basis for anoth-
c;r tale written in English, l.any critics hs-ve spoken of the in-
fluence cj German Romanticism upon Hawthorne and most of them, refer
pax ticuicirly riecL. Poe came out with the bold declaration
that Tieck ^vas Hawthorne's master. Schfinbach does not see enough
r-'^emblance, except in a fev; unim:portant particulars to justify
the statement that Havrthorne '.vas much if at all influenced by
Tieck, Barrett Wendell says that Hav/thorne is the least imitative
of all of cur men of letters. Hamilton W. I.iabie says he shows
almost no trace of the influence of ether writers. Comrm:ent is
often mia:.e upon the weird element in his stories and the same
characteristic in the works of the C-erman Romanticists. P. E.
:.Iore, in an essay on the "Sources of Poe and Hawthorne," speaks
particularly of this and compares Tieck and Hawthorne in this re-
spect, giving the grtater praise to the American, Walther Just
ccmes cut definitely with the statement that Hawthorne is a Ro-
manticist, and that he is influenced by Tieck in regard to style
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foriL, and u.ctivat ion . A number of other authors quote the pas-
sages in the American note bocks, vvhich tell of Hawthorne's ^'.trug-
glea over some tale of Tieck, while iitill others speak of Poe's
stateir.ent concerning Hawthorne's indebtedness to Tieck. Beyond
all doubt one of the most important opinions that we h,-,ve on this
question does ccn:e from Poe. Llost of us would deny emphatically
the assertion that Tieck is Hawthorne's master. The genius of
Hawthorne is of a rarer, much more intensive n-^ture than is Tieck 's
In his peculiar field of genius, Hawthorne is hardly surpassed.
Most certainly he is not surpassed by the German author. Poe
makes the harsh atatemer.t "But the fact is, he, is not orio;inal in
any sense," and then goes on to Gay that only those people whose
acquaintance with authors does not extend to Tieck, could regard
him as original. Tieck's "m.anner, in scmie of his works, is abso-
lutely identical with ths.t habitual t c Havrthome . " Zefore Haw-
thorne could have made hiii.self acquainted with Tieck, a number^ at
least, of his "Twice Told Tales," had been written. In these
tales, as much as in his later "rorks we see sim.ilar.i uies to Tieck's
romances. It is cur belief that Hawthorne, with a genius h.uch
like that which Tieck shov/s at tirr.es, found in the stray volumes
of the German author that undoubtedly fell into his hands, the
working o*" a spirit very symipathetic to his own, and that he
caught, perhaps unconsciously to himself, somewhat of the spirit
of the other man, found in his works conf irmiat ion of his own style,
which was still in the process of making, and borrowed from him,
consciously or not, in making his own product ions stronger and
more finished. He could never have studied Tieck assiduously.
What we know of his li ^e, of his habits of writin^^, of his works
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themselvea, the otrongest evidence we have of hin likeneflB to
Tieck, precludcB our belief in so fcror-nl a nt.-^t er;.e-nt an Poe'f.
. Y.t
ccming from Poc, who lived :.it the samt time Lhat, Lavvt:iornt; aia^
whose works have been corr.pared to those of Hawthorne more than to
any other great American man of letters, and who was 1- iTr,':;! -f" un-
doubtedly influenced by Geru^an authors, this Qtateiw^nt has its
own imr ortant significance.
Hawthorne is like Tieck in that while he is not a Romanticist
in spirit he still makes use of much of the apparatus of that
school. Like Tieck he is intensely national and lovcs to go back
into the past for both his plots and his atmosphere, "Pietro von
A ano/' 'M3er Hexen-Sabbath, " "Das alte Buch/' "Der Griechische
Kaiser" are examples of the romances that Tieck puts into an earlia:
time. Story after story of Hawthorne's has its setting in the
early days of his country^ during the years when the Suern Puritans
-vere holding sway. Tieck shows loving care and exactness of de-
tail in his plots. His historical sense .vas much the stronger of
the two, yet Hav/thorne has made the old Puritans live again for us.
It is thru his interpretation that the average Anierican knows
them. Hawthorne has also the romantic love for the weird and su-
pernatural, and shows marked interest in hypnotism and somnabu-
lism. T-Tature, too, makes a strong appeal to him and, in his eyes,
the moonlight and dark vvoods have a decided charm. Hawthorne
speaks of the "moonlight of romance," and says that for such tales
as his, an unreal, shadowy atmosphere is needed. The moonlight
with its obliteration of unessent ials , and the eery, undue promi-
nence it gives to other objects was particularly fascinating to
both men. As' an artistic means t o an end, Hawthorne is the more
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successful, for Tieck uses the moonli.crht too lavishly to rralce it
give al'.vays the heightening effect desired. Hawthor:,u iov.:u to
express the rr.(-cd, to show fine shades of feeling, and he posseoses
a wonaerful rower of putting his reader into the same mood. The
spirit of longing which the Romanticist usually makes his hero
possess is here, too. We see it in "The Or eat Stone Face/' "Ethan
Brand/' "The Ambitious Guest." The element of pity and pathos is
very clear. Yet, however much Ha-.vthorne may answer to the external
requirements of the Romiantic School, in the essentials he turns
-
is back upon them. He cannot be led into unreasoning m^ysticism,
and wild extravagances of feeling. Like Tieck there is a strong
vein of reason in him that keeps close watch and check upon his
imaginat ion
.
The two tales of Tieck and Hawthorne that bear the closest
resemblance to each other are the "Marchen-Novelle " Die Vogel-
scheuche and the "moralized legend" "Feathert op . " The plot of the
German tale given in brief is this: During a visit together of
the three intimate friends, Heinzemann, Peterling, and Arabrosius,
Ambrosius tells of his latest and most wonderful achievement.
Scarecrows have long been such a blot upon the landscape, and he is
so sincerely anxious to elevate the artistic sensitiveness of his
townsmen that he has made a wonderfully beautiful and life-like
scarecrow of burnt leather. The scarecrow, indeed, is so true to
life and so beautiful that his daughter Ophelia has fallen in love
with it. As the three men are finishing their conversation, a
falling star attracts their attention, and Heinzemann declares that
this signifies an event of imiportance. V/hen Amibicsius reaches home
he finds the scarecrovj gone, vanished utterly. The half drunken
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watchman tells of having seen, first a falling star, then the
fi'Ture of the scarecrow rushing past hin, at full speed. r, hi8
words, of course, can no reliance be placed. At Ensisheim, a near
by town, at this time has api^eared a stranger named Ledebrinna,
who arcuses a great furore. The majority of the important people
of the town take hirr. up and soon regard him as a Sir Oracle. One
of the most rotable exceptions to this is Elisa, whose father the
II
apothecary Du.'npf ellei is eagerly pushing forward a match between
her and this Ledebrinna. A literary society is formed, with the
stranger as president. Thru his influence the members give them-
selves the name "Die Ledernen," and each one as his own particular
designation takes soi;.e attribute of leather. The attributes of
leather and of scarecrows are extolled. Goethe and Schiller are
tabooed - Gottsched is their ideal of literary merit. Imagination
means nothing to them.
As Keinzemar.n, the astrologer is one night listening from his
window he hears t'vvo voices, and from their conversation learns
how to capture and make his strvant a being from the other world -
an elf. When he succeeds in doing this he learns from the elf-bcy
Kuckcck, or Alfieri as he calls hm , that Kuckcck's sweetheart,
Heimchen,has so offended the chief powers of Fairyland that she
has had to flee for her life and cannot be found. Keimchen is bhe
daughter of Endymion and Rosenschmelz
. VJith a quaint -^ancif ulness
Tieck has charmingly united facts from our everyday life with a
romantic account of the life of the fairies and elves. The deli-
cate and beautiful Heimchen had sworn at the leading prince, and
as he and his priests started after her in enraged pursuit, to es-
cape them she changed quickly from one form into another. At last
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she became a shooting star, and after her -^al 1 to e^rth no ryoe had
been able to find her. To Iieinzeiiiann' s queutions Alfieri i^lls
him that Heimchen had fallen to earth Just five weeks before,
at the very time that the scarecrow of Arr.brosius disappeared. Arr-
brosius and Peterling now come to Heinzemann' s home, and from there
the three friends go to Ensisheim where Ledebrinna and his society
are flourishing. Peterling is
-.worried over his nephe'.v V'ilhelm,
who has been ^orbidden to enter the home of Elisa to whom he is
secretly engaged and whom Ledebrinna is courting. Alfieri ,roes in
search of Puck, an elf who may be able to give them some help ir,
pu.ting Ledebrinna into disrepute. Ledebrinna ' s popularity is
greater than ever tho there are a few people who will have nothing
to do with hi 3 society or him. At a musical one evening he
charmed some of his satellites and aroused ^vender and contemipt in
the minds of a fe-.v by singing
"Wenn die Reben wieder blilihen,
Riihret sich der Wein im Fasse,
Wenn die Rosen viieder gluhen,
Weiss ich nicht, wie mir geschieht."
but changing it to "V/enn die Erbsen wieder bluhen."
At a reception one evening Ambrosius sees Ledebrinna and recog-
nizes him as his wonderful scarecrow. Altho Ledebrinna turns red
at sight of Ambrosius, he steadfastly denies both publicly and in
private all acquaintance with him. Ambrosius is so enraged that he
goes to law about it, but at the trial the jury come to the decision
that Ledebrinna is not
-uilty of being a scarecrow, the even the
hat and pistol with which Am.brosius had decked out his scarecrow
and with which Ledebrinna first appeared are produced. Ophelia
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who arrives after the trial is over, says also that he is not the
scarecrow whom she loved - the expression of the face is different.
Ledebrinna's identity is, hov/ever, established as he turns out to
be the long lost son of Baron Milzwurm, one of the minor charac-
ters. At abrut this tine a wonderful doctor appears in the city
and when Leueur iuna beconies ill is his physician. Ledebrinna has
already had a qu-. er dream in which he heard Heimchen and Rohrdomrnel
an elf. talking and now in the cleiiriuni of fever, a strange spirit
seem8 to have postiession of hin;, making him say very unusual
things. As several of his friends are standing in his sick room,
Alfieri and his ir.aster enter. Heimchen recognizes him, and Alfieri
at last finds out that his sweetheart had taken refuge in Lede-
brinna's body. The doctor, who is really Puck, at last fr^es Lede-
brinna from Heimchen 's presence. Mow that this disturbing presence
has left him Ophelia thinks she sees more of her scarecrow in him.
She and Ledebrinna marry and after their marriage she tells him
that he is not her first love, and in answer he tells her she must
not think so for he was the Vogelscheuche that Ambrosias had
named Robin Hood and she had called Adonis.
Tieck's tale is about 350 pages in length; Hawthorne's only
35 pages, "ot only is "Feathertop" much more ccrr.pact, but it is
also more satisfactory to us. At the ccnclusion of "Die Vogel-
schenche"we feel that we are left in the air as to the r^al iden-
tity of Ledebrinna and that we had a right to expect something more
definite, altho the author steps neatly out of this criticism
w ioh he feels we will of^er by saying "Weder die Kegel des Aris-
totelee, noch irgend eine bis jetzt bekanrit gewordene Kegel passt
auf eine Novellen=phanta3t ische KomOdie."" The air of probability
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which Tieck achieves and which leads us to expect a different end-
ing, he gains by speaking of the most unusual and surprising cir-
cumstances in the language of everyday life and by treating them
as everyday occurrences. Hawthorne takes the author into his con-
fidence, and wonders and makes surmises with him, but his end is
the 3ai.:e as Tieck 's. While we are reading, it is the natural and
usual thinp; to have live scarecrows around us.
In any consideration of the two stories it must be remembered
that one is the product of a -man doing his work under the direct
influence of Romanticism, and that it is tinctured thru and thru
with that spirit. "Feat he rt op," on the the other hand, is the work
of a man who went on his literary path, singularly alone. If the
central idea has been borrowed from Tieck, io has been transmiuted
by Hawthorne's peculiar genius and by his TIew England inherited
tendencies, into a story as much im.pressed by his own personality
as was Tieck 's by his. It would be impossible for differences not
to be present, however familiar Harthorne may have been with the
German narrative. Writing of American subjects, with an American
setting, and with an inheritance such as he hc.d, the differences
in the stories, however, may ^-e paralleled b y differ ences in the
naes of the two men. Tieck lived in a country very old beside
America, and in the midst of a traditional culture and interest
in literature, art, science. Hawthorne lived in what was still a
pioneer world where men were forced to do, with less time to ex-
periment, to think. Tieck had a wealth of material back of him
from which to draw his local color. Hawthorne had a stern Puritan
background in which figured horrors, like that of the Salem "/itch-
craft Scare. As a child the gruesome accounts of trials and punish-
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menta of witcheG had been burned into his memory. Instead .of an
educated man making an artistic acarecrow that becomes endowed
with life, it must needs be a witch who makes and endow- one with
life for this American author. Im.aginative as Tieck was, not only
is Hawthorne's imagination of a deeper , darker order, but even the
natures of the two men were different. The one wae gentle, the oth-
er gentle too, but 'ith a stern, almost hard streak, showing under-
neath his tenderness. The moral to Hawthorne was always essential.
Net only do zhe fundamental differences in the two men and in their
ccnditicns of life explain perhaps the different endings, but must
be bcrne in mind thrucut any ccrnpariscn of their work.
Radically different as are the stc-ss in many v/ays, from the
very first it is the likenesses more than the differences that
strike us. In the -"irst place the fact that two scarecrows en-
dowed with life are the heroes of the tales makes us wonder. While,
of course, possible, it would yet be very odd that two men within
five years time should use so unusual a figment of the imagination
arcuna which to weave a plot as this without the latter v/ork being
writ en with seme knowledge of the first. In personal appearance
and in action the twc scarecrows bear resem.blance
. Ambrosius says
of his production "Ich habe ihn hochst kunstreich aus gebranntem
Leder formirt. Sein Angesicht selbst ist braun, nur mit wenigem
Rot tingirt, die : iene und der Ausdruck imposant , denn v/enn er
liebenswurdig sein darf, so soli er doch das unnutze Gesindel er-
schrecken, darum habe Ich auch seine Stirn &it starken, fast buschlr
gen schwarzen Augenbrauen gezogen. Ein fast dreieckter Kut derkt
sein Haupt, eine weisse Feder legt sich urn diesen, wie die, welche
der General bezeichnet. Die Kleider sind auch Leder, der Rock griir^
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fast wie ein altdeutacher , aber in verp.oldeten Gtirtel tragt er
eir.or. i r^^c^ h-^-ingen an den T3cinen hat er Kamaschen n.it vergoldeten
Kncsp.en; auf den Schuhe Schnallen."
In a description of Feathertop we have, "BetimeB in the fore-
noon a stranger of vory distinguished figure was seen on the side-
walk. Kis port as well as his garments betokened nothing short of
nobility. Ke ?.ore a richly embroidered plum-colored coat, a waist
coat of costly velvet, magnificently adorned with golden foliage,
a pair of splendid scarlet br>:.eches, and the fine^^t and glossiest
of white silk stockings. His head v/as covered with a peruke so
daintily powdered and adjusted thyt it wculd have been sacrilege
to disorder it with a hat; which, therefore (and it was a gold-
laced hat, set off with a snowy feather) he carried under his arm.
In a description of Ledebrinna, after he has been received
into Ensisheim society we read, "Ledebrinna zuchte und winkte tei
jedem Lobe mit seinem grossen buachigen Augenbraunen, er beugte
sich, zog was seine naturlichste Geberde was, die ihrn eben keinen
vcrnehmen Anstand gab, die Schultern ungebubrlich in die Hohe,
,
indem er sich rechts urd links mit dem OberMb beugte bis zu den
Chren err.por. Jetzt warf Ledebrinna pldJtzlich den Kopi empcr,
schlenkerte die Arme unruhig und steuerte nach dem Klavier zu.
"
Cf Feathertop' s walk we leirn that :£other Rigby watching him out
of her sight was well pleased to see "how handsomely he walked in
spite of a little stiffness of his legs." One of the bystanders
says, "That gait, nowl A vulgar spectator might deem it stiff —




Pride in creation and ownership actuate both Ambrosius and
".'other riclccn in ^•^.eir re1"ti^^^-. tr '-heir product ir r . "^c-^
infldvca joy una >jc.oi8 1'ctut i;.n in the success (. .. xr tvjo
scarecrows. Ambrosius i?. dissolved in grief he losu :
in Heed
^
"'ntes betv.'vt" ''•^i'^t -r qr-yj-ri" ? re". r«o c>n^ r..*-'^
-
£:ci v.l.er; edelr iraici consist ently refuses tc ac^ii.iu hi3 iaenLiiy.
When Feathertop returns hcn;e after the fatal mirror has disclosed
tc hiir. I'.is dreadful reality^ Tv'other "nicl-ion flien ir.to a ra ; e at
the bare thought that her darling has been mistreated. Old beldarr.
that she is she carcs enough for this child cf her fancy to feel
pity and sorrow, even scrrewhat cf synipathy, when her poor puppet
sees hiKiSelf as he is and refuses to live longer. Arribrcsius, in
his love calls his scarecrow Arr.or; Gupido^ Apollo, Adonis, Robin
Hood, after that romantic freebooter and even compares him to ITebu-
chadne2:zar, after the great kii:p;,'s downfall. Mother Dickon calls
Feathertop her darling, her pretty one, her precious one, her
t r easure
.
In both storier do two. pretty, ycung pirls fall in love with
the scarecrcv.'s
. Ambrosius' daughter Ophelia is so entranced by
the beauty of Adonis, as she calls him, that until his disappearance
she spends rrcst cf her time cut in the field \vith him and his loss
renders her inconsolable. Pretty little Polly Gookin,iust as
readily as the visionary Ophelia, fal Is in love with her scarecrow.
Is it 30 unusual a misfortune, so rare a triumph, that a silly
maiden's heart was about tc be given to a shadow, asks Fav/thorne,
and the irony of Tieck over the silly Ophelia is no less pointed.
In the midst of the wonder and adniration that surround Lede-
brinna and Feathertop there are very few who feel differently.
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FllBft says cf liedebriTma^ "Kann ir.an eine ausdruckl iohe Ant ir^ri thle
bef^itzen^ so habe ioh Rie gegen clie^^en Patron. Geine Pii^ r j orr.ie
,
seine Anmassung, sein Geschw^tz, alles ist niir gleich sehr unertray;-
lich." Of Feathertop we have, "Amid the general adrr:iration excited
by the stranger's appearance there '-vere only two dissenting voices.
One was that cf an impertinent cur, which after snuffling at the
heels cf the glistening figure put its tail between its legs and
skulked into its r;;aste.r's back yard, vcciferatinp an execrable
howl. The other dissentent was a young child who squalled at the
fullest stretch of his lungs, and babbled some unintelligible non-
sense about a rur/ipkin.
After Ledebrinna's wonderful defense of his "Wenn die Erbsen
wieder bluhen," Alexander and Arr.alie refuse to have anything more
to do with hi;:, but the rest of the town continues to kneel at his
feet. However foolish and ridiculous his statements and his more
riduculous defense of them, Tieck in unmoved irony, has his fol-
lowers rally more enthusiastically around him. There are long dis-
ccurses devoted to the cri-icism of Jcethe, the immorality of
Werther and Gotz, the nonsense of Faust, the weakness of Tasso, the
barbarism of even the name Goethe. The striving- of the society is
directed against genius, and says Ledebrinna zhe geniuses may be
compared to the crows and ravens which lay waste to the fields and
injure the harvests. It behooves the society then tc ^e a veritable
league of scarecrows tc save the country. Favors from him are
gratefully received, the favorite belief about his p st li;"e is
that he is some great man forced to keep his identity secret be-
cause of the too great political activity of his father and grand-
father. The current opinion regarding Feathertop is that he is
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Qone great anibaaeadcr. "He needs no equipap;e to set off his rank,"
says one, "if he caii.e ai- on "ua in r.'i -r -.-ir t it, y -v-.v.T i nhine t^-*--
a Lclo ih liio elbow. I never b.^vj Bugh aii5,r:iLy ol aux»ect .
"
"The stranger's character and office are evident enough. He
is a French .an.ba^-iaador cor^e to treat with our rulers a- i;t the
cession of Canada." "v.oie v.robatly a Gpaniaru," Sc.id another,
"and hence his yellow con,r lexion . " "Yellow or not," cried a lady,
"he is a beautiful ri:anl - so tall, so slsnder! such a fine ^.cble
^ace, with so
-.veil-shaped a rose, and all that delicacy of expres-
sion about the niouth."
Says Mother Dickon v/ith a sigh, at the close, "There are
thousands upon thousands of coxcombs and charlatans in zhe v/orld
rrade up of iust such a jumble of v/crn-out
,
forgotten, and good-for-
nothing trash as he was! Yet they live in fair repute and never
see. themselves for what they are. And why should n.y poor puppet be
the only one to know hiniself and perish for it?"
Following in broad linev3 the comparison mentioned by Just, the
c' ief grounds of similarity between Tieck and riawthorne are found
in the form of their literary products, their style, and in the
motivation of plot and characters. The Romiance is the particular
child of the Romantic School, the most distinctive form in which
the Romanticist ej^p^ressed himself, Altho some of his romances are
so illusive and fragile in character and importance that they
scarcely deserve any name other than"sketches," Hawthorne attemipts
nothing else. Tieck' s best and most lasting works took the shape
of the Kovellen or Romance. It is seldom thst he writes anything
so slight in length as Hawthorne's short ror.ances, but oftentimes
were Tieck's long discussions on art, literature, m.usic, religion
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omitted and only the esnentiala left, the length of his Novellen
would approxin.ate thcae of Kav/thorne. On the other hand, we have
in "The Elithedale Romance," and to a far greater degree in "The
Martle Faun," a very striking resemblance to this one of Tieck's
nest pronounced peculiarities, his fondness, mentioned iuet pre-
viously, for long discussions of the questions that were interest-
ing the people of his day. In "The Blithedale Romance," the Amer-
ican author gives an account of an experiment th^-, h-id, in prjrtic-
ular, set the world of his associates agog, V;ere it not for this
novel, long ago the Brook Farm experiment of the American Transcen
dentaliats would have been consigned to the oblivion from v/hich in
itself it would not have the strength to ri;^e. ^^Ve are treated to
discussions, purporting to ta-ke place among the members of the
community, and recounted to us by one of the members, with running
commentarieG of his own thrucut
. In this respect "The Blithedale
Romance" is a forerunner of "The Llarble Faun." In this last men-
tioned romance, there are m.any lon.r convtr sat ions between the
principle characters on art and on Ha-"thorne's chief theme, sin,
and its consequences. In both of thcse t'."o American rcmiances
there are long descriptions of n-tural scenery, likewise. It is
almost the accepted thing nov/adays for an American tourist to
read "The Marble Faun" before his arrival, and to feel that, after
he is in Rome, the book will serve as a kind of Baedeker. In
"Fine Sommerreise, " "Der I;'.ondsuchtige, " and "Eij-ensinn und Laune"
are to be noted m.any examples of this same descriptive work. The
long discussions on art and religion are paralleled in "Liebeswer-
ben," "Der Hexen-Sabbath, " "Die Gem.i^lde," "Die Verlobung" and
others. In any. comparison between the two men, it must be kept in
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rnind that the two were writing in totally different atmcepheree
.
Tieck had a far p;reater wealth r..aterlal froir. which to select.
±ci Goiijpariscn to Ilawthcrne, in Wi^ose works we cannot help but be
conscious of provincialisrr, , lie was living in a cosmopolitan
world. Until Hawthorne's ;iourney abroad he had had little oppor-
tunity, both because he was living in a country where art had not
only had little tine to develop but that the Puritan conscience
had con(iemned, and because his poverty had kept him in a narrow
circle, to come into vital contact with the interests actuating
the European literati of this century. It is therefore strikingly
significant that his firi^t ron,ence written abroad should reserrible
scrre of Tieck' s Novellen in this respect, so closely. Just as
Tieck, too, in romantic longing often went back to the Kiddle Ages
for a rcmantic setting, and found satisfaction there, so Ha'.vthorne
now responded to the Rcr-:ance of Italian soil. It had been hard
for him to scrape romance cut of a ne-.c country, in the midst of
the hills of rlevT England. Whatever criticisms may be made to the
effect that he did not appreciate the art of Rome, in this romance
he shows a quick reaching out for the art that had so enriched
Tieck 's life, and of which his own up till this time had been so
barren
.
Both Tieck and Hawthorne insert short stories in their ro-
mances. In "Das Za.uberschloss , " we have the story of Die Wilde
Engl^nderin, put in without, perhaps, a necessary reason for its
insertion. In "Der Mondsucht ige, " the story of the uncle is dis-
proportionately long, and while Tieck does, at the close, join the
threads of the two stories, we have a feeling that the conclusion
is a lit-.le forced. The story which Zenobia tells in "The Blithe-
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dale Romance" affects ua much the ean.e way, and while it ia rr.uch
shorter, we are a little inclined to wish we could have received
the information it contains in sorre other way. The story of the
Lady Alice in "The House of Seven Gables" is another inntance.
Both Tieck and Hawthorne took refuge in the romance, as the most
satisfactory form in which to express themselves. The rules of
the novel were too hampering, and as the romance .vas almost an un-
explored field they Wcre more at liberty to make their own rules.
In this field, however, they worked conscientiously, and the ca-
prices of their fancy were never allowed too headlong a flight.
Their strong basis of reason served as a check on their imagina-
tions and kept them from the extrem-es of arbitrariness.
In perfection of form and style, Idawthorne surpasses Tieck,
but he limits himself more. He seems to have set himself the task
of polishing and repolisl-ing, with the result that he seldom stirs
from the same path. Tieck is more versatile, makes more experi-
ments, but does not achieve the same clear-cut intensity. His
long discussions, of whose necessity we are usually uncertain,
place him in the continual danger of spreading, and we are too of-
ten conscious of this laxness. Both men have the realise touch,
yet both are idealists. Their chief interest, lying as it does in
the attempt to read the meaning back of and beyond the fact, takes
them most often in the realm of the supernatural. It is in this
connection that we oftenest thir,k of them, yet thtre is little in
the history of realism more terrible in its close adherence to
truth than the description of the drowned Zenobia. In "The House
of Seven Gables" we get many of his best realistic touches, in
the description of the chickens, of old Uncle Vedder, the cent

shop. The description of the poor half-witted boy in"Der funf-
sehnte rrvember"i8 very graphic. In "Dew Lebuns (^berfluss" vve
get a fantastic riiixture of realien. and overflowing imagination.
The plot itself is almost absurdly fanciful, but, the whole story
ia told with such a convincing air of absolute truth and atten-
tion to detail as to render it one of Tieck's most charming tales.
Realism is its saving grace. Wtre it not for the atmosphere of
actuality gained thus, our credulity 7/culd receive too severe a
strain.
"Des Lebens Uberfluss"is one of the romances in which Tieck
gives freest vent to his humor. Very seldom^ indeed, is his humor
freed from irony, and the it is present here as elsewhere, we are
not forced to consciousness of it. He seems to have thrown aside
all cares to enter with his characters upon a path of ludicrous
episodes, culminating in the laughable convers s,t icn betv/een Hein-
rich and the enraged landlord. In"Gluck gibt Verstand" .e find a
humor that is not quite so rollicking, but fully as delightful.
In the first we have the hummer of situation, and in the other, the
humor of a character not able to adjust itself to its circumstances
yet not having to undergo the serious result^ of this inability in
such a way tha.t the humor runs into the pathetic. The hur.or in
these two tales is com.parable to that with which we are familiar
in the "Wonder Book" and "The Tanglewood Tales." In both, the re-
sult we get is that of a lively fancy freed from restraint, and
disporting itself gaily over the pages. Hawthorne gives a sly
wink as he adds a daring touch to some old mythclogical story, or
puts in an extravagant bit of supposition that makes us wonder
what next he will do. Tieck, in these tales, seems to take a de-
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lit,,ht in adding one more touch, and yet saving that touch from
being the one too niany. In the treatment of both the German and
y\r;.trican taleo there is caught soniehow a spirit of naivete, either
in the handling, of the story or inherent in the character of the
people, who move before us. The ingenuousness of the lovable, im-
practical Sirron iirparts the name charm to the German tale that the
American stcries get from Eaucis and Philemon and from Ante. ^
. In
plot and purpose these tales are very different, yet it is the
same spirit that laughs so li ghtheart edly from the pages and
throws such a lightly fanciful haze cv^r everything. V/e feel, ho'.v-
ever, their kinship more in the satiric or ironical vein that both
are masters of. It is the quick, half-sly, ironical twist, given
at an unexpected rroment that each most delights in. They laugh
at their characters, at their audience, and at themselves. Their
laughter usually is gentle, especially in the case of Hawthorne.
Tieck had more for which to fight, was rrore of a fighter, too, and
his irony was often used as a "/eapon against his enemies. His
humor, for this reason, is o^ten more stinging than Hawthorne's.
In broad lines, too, his ironical humor is more pessimistic.
As close companion to Humor goes Pathos, and how often in
both rom.ancers do we find this charac" er ist ic I There is the pathos
of the life too inadequate to meet life's dem:ands, perhaps even
ignorant of them, of strength used for wrong ends, of misplaced
energy. There is a deeply tragic pathos about the .errible Roger
Chillingworth, about the broken Hollingsworth, the wasted Clifford,
and the sin-elevated Donatello. Ealthasar, a mian of infinite pa-
thos, stands out in bold relief on Tieck's canvas. He is one of
the few characters of Tieck who does stand out prominently. The
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lonely Catherine, beaten in the struggle with life, the rcor aea-
captain, noble in hiR renunciation of Elizabeth, and even the poor
laughable old Baron, who loses his deeply loved braids, touch a
chord of syrr.pathy.
The style of Tieck and Ha-.nhorne is far reriioved fror; +h--:t with
which the twentieth century is n.ost farr.iliar. Thtre is unJ, ou^:ht
to be a decided difference between a language as it is 7;ritten and
as it is spoken. The give and take of convers^t ion, however good
the cori.n.and of a language, cannot admit of the rich and varied
diction, of the nicety in selection and use of words, in the cumu-
lative force of carefully constructed phrases and sentences that
is possible in written language. Tieck and Hawthorne show this
nicety and precision of detail. In Hawthorne this approaches very
nearly to perfection. The Tieck wrote too voliar^inous ly and too
rapidly to polish as Plawthorne did, his verbal richness is highly
deserving of praise. The vocabulary of both authors is wide, and
in th.ir hands words seemingly take on a flexibility that lends it-
self tc the .vriter's aid. Their s irj.i li:r it y in this direction shows
itself most in their descriptions, particularly when the effect de-
sired is the weird and unusual. There is a certain sonorous qual-
ity, too, that both often catch. Two passages, one taken from
"Der Alte vcm Berge," and the other from "The Great Carbuncle,"
may serve to illustrate this. "In der Einsam.keit des ^A'aldes, wo
die Eisenhutten arbeiteten, wo unter finstern Felsen, in der Nahe
des Wassersturzes das Gelarm und K^mmern der Arbeiter weit hin,
wetteifernd mit dem Rauschen der wogen, tcnte, war am Abend Eduard
mit dem Inspektor des Eergwerkes zusammen getroffen. Das Feuer
leuchtete aus den hohen Cefen wunderlich in die D^mn.erung hinein.
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die hellere gluth des halbf lilaaigen Eiaens, d^e tauaend tlendenden
Fi-.r^en, die vorr Arr.bosa unter den Hammern der rustip.en Arbeit er
dusD i^ubten, die Pewegung der dunklen Gestalten ir der weiten Eret-
(I II
terhutte, in welche der Baumstairiri; grunend hineingewachsen war, und
in: y.'inkel uber dem Plasebalge schwebte, dieBt<^. 'vnncleri i r:he ^"acht-
ot{lck zog Eduards ganze Aufmerksanikcit an oich, ala unter den Ar-
beitern ein lautes Gesprach entstand." "And up'ard, accordingly,
went the pilgrims of the Great Carbu.hcle, now treading upon the
tops and thickly inter'-voven branches of dwarf pines, which by
growth of centuries, though mossy with age, had barely reached
three feet in altitude. IText, they came to masses and fragments
of naked rock, h.^aped confusedly together, like " irn reared by
giants in me; cry of a giant chief. In this bleak realm of upper
air, nothing breathed, rjot' in^ grew; there 'vas no li \
•vas concentrated in their t'.vc hearts: they had climbed so high
that Nature herself Seemied no longer to keep themi corr.pany. She
lingered beneath them, ^Tithin the verge of the -^orest tree^, a.nd
sent a farewell glance after her children as they strayed v;here
her own green foot prints had never been. r:ut seen they were to
be hidden ^'rom her eyes. Densely and dark, the mists began to
gather below, casting black spots of shadow on the vast landscape,
and 3:iiling heavily to one center, as if the loftiest mountain-
peak had summoned a council of its kindred clouds."
Both men are self -reflect ive , and this spirit is mirrored in
their works. Turing the period when he was engaged in -.riting his
novellen, Tieck's hev'.lth forced him to live apart from the busy
life of men, and in consequence he devoted himself more than ever
to his books. His characters do not, except in one or two instancs
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stand out positively. It is no hardship to lay aside one of hi <
"^If"'"!. Indeo.i ; ^i?! nh^racters sonetimes give the impression of
leiiij:, used -.is c^iivenicnt mouthpieces for the author's theories.
Except in "The Marble Faun/' and to a preeminent degree in "The
Gcarlet Letter/' we are not htl.i by an intense interest in V^vi-
thcrne, ;iav/t home ' s ov;n criticism of his "Twice Told Tales" is as
just and pertinent as any that have been offered. He says they
"have the coolness of a ireditative habit w'- ich :-• i ^•^ur',^-- itnelf
throu£;h the feeling and observation of every sketch. IniCead of
passion, there is sentiment; and even in what purport to be picture
of actual li-^e we have allegory, not al^jvays so .varmly ressed in
its hdbilimentrf of flesh and blood as to be taken into the reeider's
mind without a shiver." Tieck's allegory does not affect us with
a shiver, but the criticism of lack of warmth applies equally to
him. This meditative habit is perhaps in part accountable for the
extreme delicacy and reverent spirit that both authors display.
The glamour of the imagination plays over all that they "-rite.
They love to probe into the mysterious and secret. For then., the
vveird never grows old. Tieck takes us to the land of fairies
and elves; Hawthorne to a new realm of the everyday, where ghosts !
i
walk, and fact and fancy no longer seem separate. Alchemy plays
'
an important part in the tales of both. In Pietro we have a sor-
cerer who knows of magic drafts that are capable of restoring life
and of producing natural phenomena. Hawthorne's apparitions are
often the visible form of the in'"- rd moral disease or weakness.
"The V/hite Old '.laid/' "The Hollow of Three Hills," "Ethan Brand,"
"The Scarlet Letter" are all exam.ples of this. In Rappacini's
Daughter, in ' Er . Heidegger • s Experiment, and in The Firthmark,

he makes use of wonderful liquids that have the power of changing
very er^.-iencea of physical li^'e, of neutralizing inbred poiflons,
di:d of restoring youth. Tieck seldom arousea the same emotion of
awe that Hasthorne does. In "Das Alte Euch" and "Die Vogelscheuch^
we associ-ite familiarly with creatures from Fairyland. In "T^er
Schutzgtist" an imaginary child that plays tht part of guardian
angel to the countess, is introduced. Except in Pietro von Abano^
Tieck' 3 unearthly creatures are not terrible - Eeresynth is the
devil himself. In "Young Goodman Erown/' for almost the only time
in any of Hawthorne's stories, dot;s the devil appear in his own
person. A -ain and -^ain v/e he-T -""isperR his midnight meetings,
of his .viochtis, and of the people who are unoer his spell. He is
the dark background for many a tale. Mistress Hibbins in "The
Scarlet Letter" is used as one of the means by which
-';e know that
Hester's ein h-.Q lost its first power of pulling her farther down.
Mistress Hibbins, Liother Sicken, the ^vithered hag in "The Hollow
of Three Hills," all testify to the close and continual presence of
the Evil One. Often as Hawthorne does make use of this half -hidden
presence, still, the element of the supernatural, tinctured as it
always is, in his^case, v.ith the spirit of his one great theme,
most often comes from other sources. The devil is a too self-evi-
dent piece of machinery. The poison in poor Beatrice's physical
system, the birthmark on Georgiana's cheek, the scarlet letter on
the minister's heart, the bosom serpent, the faun's ears, are fit-
ter subjects for the artist to busy himself with, and to invest
vith strange attributes or powers. His mystery is deeper and d?rk-
er than Tieck 's, for he is busy with the human heart seen in its
guilt while Tieck is busy fighting against the abuses of art and

1 i tc;rut,ure , ana deT .liie literary coteries.
HypnotiaiHj somnambulism, the forces of nature are ways by
w:-.ich fiupernatura 1 force? may ^^how therr ptelve^.
. Tn "The 'lou^--^- of
Seven Gables" there is the maf^ic of the 3tron^ vali that bends and
breaks the weaker. The first Ivlaule had /.illed the Lady Alice, and
his curse, the cur.qe of the 3tron,e; i^an, wreaks its way thru tv/o
hundred years. Priscilla, in "Elithedale Romance," the victim of
Westervelt, acta as a sr ir it ualist ic medium. Hypnotism and Som-
nambulism are discussed by Tieck in "Die V^'undersucht ige , " Die
Yogelscheuche/' and "Pietro von Abano." The use mao.e of nature to
obtain an atmosphere of the unusual is interesting. Tieck often
makes the forces of nature coincide '.vith his events and -;7ith the
spirit of his characters. During Pietro's incantations the air
seeir.s bursting with demonic forces let loose, the sky is rent by
lightning, and terrible crashes of thun-Ier resound. As Antonio
rushes cut into the nip-ht, almost crazed ;^ith grief at the loss of
Crescentia, he is met by a terrible storm, the elements seeming
to match is spirit in wildness. In "Der Alte vom Berge" and in
"Eas Zauberschloss" the effect is materially heightened by the
weird and wild surroundings of Ealthasar and the storms that greet
the people on their v/ay to the castle. In "Der funfzehnte No-^ em-
ber," it is thru the effect of the terrible flood, th_ t the half-
witted boy is finally restored to his senses. In"The Hollow of
Three Kills"
-jve have a wild rugged scenery. In "Ethan Brand,"
the lonely mountainside, the lurid li.^rht of the burning kilns
give a wild background for the man's still wilder deed. The
shuddering forest seems swept by a nameless foreboding as Hester
and Dimrr,e3da.le ^-ake their futile plan of escape. The gloomy cat-
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acoriibs, fitfully lit by torchea, is deemed a suitable meeting
place for V.iriHrr p.v.] hrr riir nier.
It is Very inttr ct; L lag to notice the stand which Tieck and
Hawthorne take upon the question of the rank of woman i- society^
the limitp.tirns thru sex th-'-'-t society has placed ut on h-r, and
whether or net this aoiiouCd is just. In "Der Hexen-Sabbath, " tho
Tieci; has placed the tirr.e of the story in the Kiddle Ages, the
heroine of the .^tory belon^f.s to the Hor'>:ntir peric.:', regards her
character, her i:idnncr of life, her .vay of ihi:\king ana her impor-
tance in her circle. The women at the beginning of the nineteenth
centLury were accorded a place of unusual prorrinence in literary
circles and the :rcup of Jewish
-.vcn.en, who .vere the pivot around
which many of the young Romantic authors swung, seem tc have in-
fluenced Tieck very much in his delineation of Catherine. Women
like "i'argaret Fuller and Elizabeth Peabcdy, -vere playing a not
unim.portant rcle, too, in Airerica at the time of Hawthorne. The
similarity bet-.v.en Catherine and Zenobia is striking. Both are
unusually gifted intellectually, and both posse -s intensely en.o-
ticnal natures. The married life of each h^.s terminated unhappily
and in the unfortunate position for women that follows, they are
submerged. Society has provided no cutlet for the:, productive en-
ergy of tht strong woman, in such a position, who must be herself.
Catherine has schooled her^^elf long in quiet endurance of her lot,
and 1- with dread at anything that tends to destroy her hard
earner place. At the last, after all her early rebellion and bra-
very, she accepts wh^ comes to her in a fatalistic spirit. Zeno-
bia flashes out passionately against the false restrictions that
hinder woman's unt ram^melled development. Ghe has the strength of

mind that ti •! her see the injustice of her position and her own
weaknena, but not auf'-icient strength to conquer the despair that
sei'ies h^ r when h.-r lo- - '^rr 'lol 1 ingswort h muHt recoil on itself.
Ghe is more vivid, niore padoionate than Catherine. V/here the one
makes a brave ^ ccns ist ent attempt tc piece together the fragments
of what should have been a rich, full life, the other takea refuge
from the struggle in death. Neither author attempts any kind of
an answer - he puts the question before us and leaves it.
Hawthorne is a stern moralist in comparison with Tieck, yet
the Oeri..dn writer, too, concerns hirr.self with questions of right
and wrong. Hawthorne has one ever-recurring theme, where Tieck
has iLcxny. Hawthorne pcurs out his lesson to all hwnanity, against
the eiicrs ana sins to which all humanity is prone. The aesthetic
sin if vve judge from the majority of Tieck' s writings is, in his
eyes, one of the ^iggest sins. V/here Ha'/v-thorne is concerned with
man violating his innate ccncepticn of right and wrong, Tieck is
concerned with man's violaticn of the high calling of art and lit-
erature, and oftentimes he is speaking more directly to certain
literary coteries than tc the people at large. In "Eigensinn und
Laune," and "Der Alte vom Eerge" the direct problem o^ good and
evil is taken up. "Eigensinn und Laune," in spirit and treatment
is like nothing of Hawthorne. The mind turns to"The Scarlet Let-
ter," while it is being read, for the same theme is considered,
yet with an absolutely different attitude. "The f^carlet Lett-r"
is infinitely the nobler piece of 'vcrk. In "Der Alte vom Eerge"
decidedly ii.ore of the spirit which Hawthorne s'.ov^s is discernible.
There is closer psychological work here than in many others of
Tieck. The- working of the diseased mind of Balthasar is portrayed

sympathetically. L'liezer, his unfaithful frit-nd, in broad lines,
is like Rc-^er Chi 1 lingworth, Ealthaaar is of ar i "-^^ ensely-wroughl
natuie. His mind plays with the problem of good and evil, of
human happiness and misery, until it bec.omes unbalanced. His in
the curse of the originally strong sv/eet nature turned to bitter-
ness. In strength he is like Hoi lingsworth
. His inner lit'e is
as futile and wretched, too. The tale is bizarre in character,
and uneven in workmanship, but Tieck shows himself here more vital
ly interested in the human heart. Havvthcrne has been accused of
doing morbidly psychGlop;ical work. Tieck is more morbid here than
Ha^A'thorne ever is, but he deer, le.ss of this work, ''in bad men,
the villains, are apt to be m3.de com.mon rascals or rogues, and his
women, tis in "Eigensinn und Laune" depraved creatures. Hawthorne'
worst ch>racter3 are those whose sin is in probing or venturing
too far into the inner rece oseo of another's soul. Roger Chilling
worth, and Rappacini are exam.ples of ti is.
Hypocrisy in art, in religion, in literature, in life, false
standards of worth, are subjects that both authors come back to
again and again. In the first romance- of Tieck which came out,
"Die Gemialde," "Die Verlobung," he spoke emiphat ioally against
false taste in art, dile-tantism that cani^ot discriudnat e bet".veen
the good and the bad, against hypocrisy in religion, and religion
that pro- ibits anyone from individual freedom. In "k'usikal ische
Leiden und Freuden" he speaks against sham appreciation of m.usic.
The man, who unable to appreciate music, still pretends to an
aesthetic enjoyment of it, is held up to ridicule. Errors ma;Ie
in the early musical education of children are spoken of. ! rem
circumstances in his own early life Tieck was fitted to speak of
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' s sin and his secrecy o L,..i.a cu. in
wcrritle contract to Hester's sin v;:iich is ' ncwn to all men, and
punished before all. The suffering that the exquisitely sensitive
ri-ister ur'er'ce^ elev- 1--^. hii- above thr >•• -nV r - ,;.,n :.j^<^j^^i^.
ua^e Pync.'icon, the arch hypocrite who is n.tt moat often in life,
is portrayed with nmsterly skill. The ""alse values that the whole
Pynchecn f'dn.ily, for t-r "undred years, has put upon externals, is
shcv;n still reaping its consequences. In "Fancy's Show Box" the
light is turned upon those hypocrites whose lives are a fair mirror,
but '-vhose thou--ht3 are neither pure nor generous. Sincerity is
a great keynote in all that both the German and American author do.
Hawthorne is decidedly allegorical - in all that he writes
the allegory may be seen clearly. Sometimes this r reponderance
approaches very closely to the plac^ where it chokes the artistic
quality of the v/crk. Usually he does not deserve this criticism.
Almost all his characters may be classed under distinct types,
may even be given the names of the abstract qualities -vhich they
represent, but even granting this, each character has greater dis-
tinctness and reality than Tieck's more bloodless creations. Tieck
is not allegorical as much as symbolical. Literature to hi;i
,
is
symbolic, because it gives, in picture form, life.
It is very hard to say th-st in this cne thing Hawthorne is
like Tieck, that he has beyond all doubt, borrowed from him, in
this other respect. Often a similarity is felt far more than seen
clearly. The same kind of machinery is often used, true, but the
likeness is more fundamental than may be shown by external likeness.
Each has caught the sa.e tone, has achieved a res.lt that leaves
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the reader in much the same frame of mind, the aame kind of mood,
whether he has b^en reading from one or the other. The relation
of the author to his fello'-v men, his relation to his own .vorks,
his characteristic Vent of mind are alike. V^hat might be called
the ground j Ian of each man's life, his p- culiar stamp of indi-
viduality, of c-enius, is not dissimilar in these two men.
coming within reach of Tieck's work, Hawthorne must have felt a
sense of brotherhood in spirit and aim that brought him far more
under "Tieck's influence than with any of his near neighbours in
literature. In Tieck he found somieone expressing that which he
was feeling and expressing.
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